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Science & Management
(Morning & Day Shift)

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

Nepal APF School, Kirtipur-4, Kathmandu, is one of the reputed educational institutes promoted by Armed Police Force Nepal Welfare Center. NAPFS is looking for dynamic, energetic and self-motivated teacher for the immediate appointment.

Basic Level Science Teacher -1 (one)

Requirements:
- At least Bachelor's degree in respective subject.
- Candidates must have teaching license with maximum age limit 40 years.

Procedure:
- Interested candidates can apply with handwritten application, Rs.10 ticket, updated CV, pp size photograph, copies of all attested academic certificates and experience letters at the office of Nepal APF School, Kirtipur-4 or send email to nepalapfschool@gmail.com within 15 days of this publication.
- Other facilities will be as per the school rule.
- Only shortlisted candidates will be called for the selection procedure.

NEPAL APF SCHOOL
Kirtipur-4, Kathmandu
Phone: 01-5213081, 01-5213083
email: nepalapfschool@gmail.com